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Instructions :
(i) The question paper has five parts namely A, B, C, D and E. Answer all the parts.

Part-A
I.
Answer any ten questions
1. Give the canonical representation of 156
2. If A={1,2,3,4,5} B={1,2,3,4,5,6,7} find a relation from A to B defined by R={ (x,y) /x>y}
3. If f: R→R is defined by f(x) =3x+5 then find f (-1)?

4.
5.
6.
7.

10X1=10

Simplify (50 )2
Express 33 =27 in logarithmic form
Find the eighth term of the progression -2,-4,-6………….?
Solve for x: (x+2) (x+3)=(x-2)(x-4)+20

8. Find the nature of the roots without solving the equation 𝑥 2 − 𝑥 + 1 = 0
9. What percent is 64m of 12km?
10. 11.The average of 10 boys in a class is 6 years .the sum of the ages of 9 of them is 52 years . find the age of the 10th
student ?
11. Find the slope of the line joining the points (1,2) and (-1,-2)?

12. Define annuity
Part-B
II. Answer any ten questions
13.Find the greatest number which when divides 989 and 1327 leaves the remainder of 5 and 7 respectively
14.If A={x:xЄN and x<3} and B={x:𝑥 2 -16=0 and x<0 } find BXA
15.Find the number of positive divisors and the sum of the divisors of 825
16.Prove that log2[log2 [log 2 16]]=1
17.Is -300 aterm of the A.P. 10,7,4…………………………..?
18.If k+9,k-6,4 are in G.P. then find the value of K.
19.If α and β are the roots of the equation 𝑥 2 -x+2=0 then show that 𝛼 2 𝛽 + 𝛽 2α=2
20.Solve 3x-2<2x+1 when x is an integer and x is a real number.also represent on a number line .
21.The average score of 20 boys is 60% and the average score of 30 girls is 70% . find the combined average
22.If the cost price of 10 articles is equal to the selling price of 9 articles . find the gain percent?
23.Find the value of cos2300+cos2450+cos2600
24.Derive the equation of the straight line in the slope point form
25.Find the values of a if the distance between (3,-2) and (-1,a) is 5 units

10x2=20

Part-c
III. Answer any ten questions

10x3=30

26.Prove that √5 is na irrational number
27. In a group of 600 students in a school ,150 students were found to be taking tea 225 taking coffee. 100 were taking both tea
and coffee .find how many students were taking neither tea nor coffee.
28. If A={1,2} B={1,2,3,4} C={5,6} then verify AX(B∩C)=(AXB)∩(AXC)
29.Insert 3 arithmetic means between 8 and 24
30.Solve the following system of inequalities graphically 5x+4y≤0 ,x≥2,y≥3
31.Find the present value of the annuity immediate for rs.3000 for 5 years at 10% p.a.
32.The average temperature for the first four days of the week was 390c.the average of the whole week was 400c.what was the
average temperature during the last three days of the week ?
33.Find the circumcentre of the triangle with vertices A(-3,4) ,B(3,4) and C(-4,-3). Also find the circumradius and the area of the
circle .
34.By selling an article of rs825 a man loses equal to1/3rd of its selling price. Find the i)cost price of the article ii) the gain% or
the loss% if the same article is sold for rs.1625
35.Show that the points A(2,2) ,B(6,3) and C(4,11) form a right angled triangle
36.If a train travels 15km/hr faster it would take 1hour less to travel 180 km, find the original speed of the train .
12
13

37.If tanA=

abnd 2700<A<3600 find the value of

3𝑠𝑖𝑛𝐴−2𝑐𝑜𝑠𝐴
9𝑐𝑜𝑠𝐴+4𝑠𝑖𝑛𝐴

38.Calculate the arithmetic mean for the following data
Class interval
No of items

0-10
5

10-20
6

20-30
7

30-40
2

Part- D
IV. Answer any six questions

6x5=30

39. Derive the section formula in 3 dimension for internal division
40. Find the sum to n terms of the series 7+77+777…………….. nterms

41.the cost of 2kgs of sugar and 5 bags of dhal is rs.90. the cost of 5kgs of sugar and 2kgs of dhal is rs.120.find the cost of sugar
and dhal per kg .
42. Govind bought 51 bags in the whole sale market at an average price of rs.318each.in which the price of 33 leather bags was
rs.426 each. Find the price of the remaining cotton bags all in the increasing arithmetic progression having the price of the
costliest cotton bag was rs150. Find the price of the cheapest cotton bag .
43.the daily cost of production ‘C’ in rsand ‘x’ unit of an assembly in c(x)=3.5x+1200.if each unit is sold for rs.6 then find the
minimum number of units that should be produced and sold to ensure no loss . if the selling price is increased by half a rupee a
unit then what would be the break- even point.

44.find the equation of the locus of the point which moves such that the ratio its distances (2,-3)and (4,-2) is 2:3
45.find the equation of the line which passes through the intersection of the lines x-2y+4=0 and 4x-3y+1=0 and is inclined at an
angle 1350 with the x-axis .
46.calculate the future value of annuity immediate of rs1000 p.a. for 12 years at 16% p.a. compounded quarterly ?
47.the age of father is 5 times that of his son . three years ago ,the age of the father was 8 times that of his son. Find the
present ages.
48. find the reflection of the point p(2,1) in the line x+y=5
Part-E
V. Answer any one question

1x10 =10

49.a)let f={(1,1), (2,3), (0,-1) } be a function from zto z defined by f(x)=ax+b some integers a and b
i)determine a and b
ii) If f(x)=2x+1 ,g(x)=x2+2x+1 find i)fog (2) ii)gof(3)
b) Evaluate using log tables

25.36𝑥0.4569
847.5

c)the h.c.f of two numbers is 16 their l.c.m is 160 .if one of the number is 64 ,then find the other number
𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜃

𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜃

50. a)P.T.𝑠𝑒𝑐𝜃−1 + 𝑠𝑒𝑐𝜃+1 =2cosecθ
b) If the difference between simple interest and compound interest for 3 years at 2.5% p.a. is rs.625 .find the sum invested .
c) Three consecutive vertices of parallelogram are (3,0) (5,2) and (-2,6) find the fourth vertex

